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Grip-It-Strips
®

 

Grip-It-Strips
®
 are a set of smart looking specially designed slip—resistant 

textured strips with self adhesive backing that attach to the top and underside 
of Laptop Computers. They dramatically improve grip and handle ability 
providing protection from that unexpected slip out of your hands or off your 
lap onto the floor. They can save you hundreds of dollars in repair costs and 
loss of use of your Laptop with its valuable data.. 

Grip-It-Strips
®
 are not a replacement for carrying cases, but are used to 

provide considerable added protection and handle ability when you're taking 
the portable

—
in or out of its carrying case, carrying it between meetings and 

classes, using it in your car, or on your lap or airline tray table.  

Grip-It-Strips
®
 comes in a specially designed die cut sheet sufficient to cover 

the top and bottom of a smaller Laptop or Netbook.  We suggest a second 
package for larger laptops or.to increase the number of gripping surfaces.  The sheet also contains a set of 
round and oval tabs which may be used to provide additional gripping points, extra feet, or artistic additions. 

You not only get great added protection, but you can personalize your Laptop or Netbook with these great 
looking strips, designing your own unique applique layout with the strips or use any of the suggested 
designs. Grip-It-Strips

®
 can also be used on other portable accessories such as Smart Phones, Electronic 

Organizers, cordless & cellular phones, desk phones, TV/Stereo/VCR remote control units, or any other 
portable accessory you wish to safeguard.  

Grip-It-Strips
®
 are made of a specially designed flexible, resilient material with high friction textured top surface 

and pressure-sensitive adhesive backing that can be applied to flat surfaces. If desired, Grip-It-Strips
®
 can be 

removed by purposefully and carefully peeling off if the user chooses to remove them or change designs.  It 
may pull back from curved surfaces. Grip-It-Strips

®
 may interfere-with clearances on some Docking Stations  

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS: 

 BEFORE affixing Grip-It-Strips
®
, be absolutely certain the entire surface areas are clean and free of any dust 

or oily films. This is a VERY IMPORTANT step. When necessary, wipe the surface areas with rubbing 
alcohol or a cleaning agent approved by the equipment's manufacturer. 

 On the reverse side of this page is an illustration showing suggested layouts for the top and bottom of a generic 
Laptop or Netbook Computer. Make allowances for differences in shapes and configurations for your 
particular machine. Of course, you may alter the suggested layouts to suit your individual aesthetic taste, 
but it is important that you apply an adequate amount of Grip-It-Strips

®
 in the locations you handle your 

portable equipment. We strongly suggest you place at least one strip along each edge of the bottom of 
your Laptop as shown to get maximum all around benefit.  

 Before you press the material onto the surface, you can use scissors to easily cut the strips and tabs to the 
exact length or shape you desire. Or, you can press Grip-It-Strips

®
 onto the device then carefully use a 

single-edge razor blade or craft knife to trim the material to fit any unique surface geometry, opening, 
compartment door or other boundary - Be Careful Not To Mar The Equipment Surface. 

 Gently pull the strips or tabs from the liner sheet that protects the adhesive backing. DO NOT allow the exposed 
adhesive backing to come into contact with other adhesive backing, paper, dust, or any other surface 
before you affix it exactly where you want it installed. 

 TIP: Lay a strip or tab FACE-DOWN at the approximate location it will be applied to visually gage its fit and 
aesthetic appearance before making the final installation. When you are satisfied with the layout and have 
trimmed for a proper fit, turn the material over and press it into place.  

 TIP: Space successive strips or tabs approximately 1/4" apart to maximize gripping effectiveness. The benefit 
of Grip-It-Strips

®
 is not just from the textured surface they provide, but also from the serpentine edges of the 

material which allows the flesh of your hand to grab onto very securely. 

 Apply the strips or tabs very lightly to the desired position. If necessary, you can peel off and reposition, but do 
not attempt that more than a few times or you will lose the effectiveness of the adhesive. When you have the 
material in the exact location you want, PRESS FIRMLY edge to edge. 

 TIP:To aid in evenly placing strips parallel to one another, use a third strip to act as a uniform spacer. Position it 
temporarily (and very lightly) next to the installed strip, then place another strip flush against the spacer strip. 
After firmly pressing the second strip in place, remove the spacer strip to use it again. 
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Layout Suggestions for Top & Bottom of Laptop or NetBook 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASER - The following is made in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied: Seller's and 

manufacturer's only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective. Neither seller nor 
manufacturer shall be liable for any injury, loss, or damage, direct or consequential, arising out of the use, or the inability to use, 
this product. Before using, user shall determine the suitability of this product  and assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in 
connection with such use. 
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Wave Design Die Cut Sheet 
Drawing is shaded to differentiate ALL the 

Grip-It-Strips® & Circles and Ovals  

http://www.grip-it-strips.com/

